
   
 

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 
CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE NON-DOMESTIC RATES (SCOTLAND) BILL 

 

Revo Scotland is the organisation that supports all businesses in the retail property and 
placemaking sector in Scotland. Our unique community includes private and publicly 
listed retailers, investors, developers and owners of retail property, as well as local 
councils, advisors and consultants of all sizes who provide services to our industry. 

 
We have long campaigned for business rates reform. Recently Revo, the parent 
organisation for the retail and placemaking sector, provided evidence to the Treasury 
Select Committee’s Inquiry into Business Rates. Revo’s response and supplementary 
evidence are included below, for your reference. 

 

Revo’s position is in support of a national business rate, with scope for the local areas 
to reduce the rates in order to increase investment. As is currently the case, but is 
rarely used as the incentive it was intended to be. 

 
We support the SRC’s position in relation to retaining the Uniform Business Rate (UBR). 
We are particularly supportive of the medium term plan to lower the burden by 
reducing the rates, as highlighted in paragraph 5 of the SRC submission to Holyrood 
and paragraph 7 in Revo’s response to the Inquiry into Business Rates. We accept any 
shortfall in tax would need to come from somewhere else, and will be working with 
politicians and civil servants in Westminster on alternatives the current business rates 
system, or at least exploring another tax that could work in parallel with business rates. 

 
We also support the SRC on more regular revaluations of business rates, as stated in 
paragraph 6 of the SRC submission and paragraph 7 in Revo’s response. More frequent 
revaluations will mean that values should be less volatile, and ultimately could lead to 
the removal of transitional rate relief which has a significant and negative impact on 

businesses who have to wait to receive the benefits of falls in business rates liabilities, 
and sometimes never do. 

 

The pan-Scotland nature of the current system maintains a consistent and stable 
environment for businesses to operate in, much needed in today’s market and political 
climate. 
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Treasury Select Committee Inquiry into 
Business Rates 

Revo’s Response 

Section A: Who we are? 
 

1. Revo is the organisation that supports all businesses in the retail property and placemaking sector. Our unique 
community includes private and publicly listed retailers, investors, developers and owners of retail property, as well 
as local councils, and advisors and consultants of all sizes who provide services to our industry. 
 

2. Retail generates approximately £20 billion in taxes and contributes 5% of the UK’s total Gross Value Added (GVA) 
annually. Retail property is the largest asset class in commercial property valued at £360 billion. Well over 3 million 
people from apprentice to Board Director are directly employed across all corners of the country in retail and retail 
property. Retail contributes around £7.5bn in business rates – particularly from high streets and town centres – with 
further payments made for empty properties and throughout the supply chain. 
 

3. Our members and the wider retail property and placemaking community are keen to create places people wish to 
live, work and enjoy their leisure time in, and are keen to work with government to deliver our shared objectives 
and overcome barriers to create an even more productive and successful sector. 

 
4. As the leading retail property and placemaking organisation, we are uniquely placed to respond to many of 

the key issues raised by this inquiry. Business rates continues to be a primary concern to businesses who 

develop and occupy physical premises, as well as the associated infrastructure and appeals system. 

Section B: Summary & Recommendations 

5. We welcome the Treasury Select Committees inquiry and recognition that despite a number of reliefs and 

other measures announced at successive Budgets, rates remains a critical issue. We would encourage the 

Select Committee to engage and facilitate dialogue with HM Treasury, the Ministry of Housing, Communities 

and Local Government, Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy – and where appropriate the 

Valuation Office Agency – to seek holistic and fundamental reform of the business rates system 

within the context of business taxation and occupational costs across the board in England and Wales. 

 
6. The retail sector is facing significant headwinds, and while business rates is not the sole underlying factor, 

rising fixed costs are contributing to the pressures on a significant number of businesses from SMEs to large, 

national multiples. Rates have been directly cited by senior leaders in recent Company Voluntary 

Arrangements (CVAs) and administrations causing significant and tangible distress on the high street. 

 
7. Key short term recommendations whilst undertaking a long term review include: 

 
1. Reduce the burden by lowering, or at minimum freezing, the business rates multiplier (UBR) 

2. Remove downwards transitional phasing so that any benefit from a fall in rates is fairly applied 

and the benefit instantly felt 

3. Move to annual revaluations (and ensure the AVD is closer to implementation) to better align 

changes in the market with rates payable 

4. Immediately commence a full, holistic review of the business rates system 

 
8. Key recommendations for long term reforms to the rating system must: 

 
a. Reform the rates system to reduce the overall burden paid by businesses to a fair and 

sustainable level 

b. Create a system which responds to economic circumstances and is internationally competitive 

c. Consider the role of online in taxation to reflect where wealth is created in modern retail 
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Section B: Scope of the Inquiry 
 

Overview 

9. Revo remain committed to the fundamental reform of the business rates system, and the associated level 
of taxation imposed on physical retail, leisure and hospitality property. The disadvantage versus the 
comparison to those levied on businesses operating pure online and out of town warehousing is 
remarkable, and the need to ensure a fair trading environment for healthy, sustainable and economically 
viable town and city centres is paramount. 

 
10. In context, the UK retail sector is facing significant challenges including changes to the way people shop 

with a 13% fall in bricks and mortar share of retail sales vs online in past 10 years (ONS data). The sector 

is also experiencing significant job losses and store closures, as a result of CVAs and administrations. 

35,000 employees were impacted by the insolvencies of just 8 large retailers according to the Centre for 

Retail Research (2018). 

 
11. Business rates is one of the few taxes that does not rise and fall with the economy, instead increasing 

annually by inflation. Until recently, the total burden has increased annually by the Retail Price Index 

(RPI) – a measure of inflation which has been widely discredited and is generally acknowledged to be 

about 1% higher than the Consumer Price Index (CPI) – to which uplift is now linked. The rises however 

continue unabated. The consequence of almost three decades of uplift at a demonstrably high rate of 

inflation is that the business rates burden is an unsustainably high and punitive tax on the retail, retail 

property and placemaking sector. 

 

12. Revo’s Tomorrow’s World: Retail on the Line report highlights that the UK is the largest online retail 

market in Europe and the third largest globally. In 2017, 20% of total comparison goods spend in the UK 
was online (£45bn). This share is forecast to increase to 31% (£103bn) by 2026. Despite the fast growth 
in online sales, the proportion of comparison goods spend offline will still be significantly larger than 
online spend, indicating that physical retail is and will remain the dominant sales channel in the next 
decade but only if there are stores able to successfully operate to underpin those forecasts. 

 
13. Looking across sectors, analysis of ONS and HMRC data highlights retail’s tax significant contribution as 

one of the highest tax-contributing sectors in the UK as a percentage of GVA and it is further clear the 

proportion of which is taken through business rates, which is similarly the case for culture and hospitality 

as the largest burden: 
 

 
 

 

c.40% of the total [retail] business rates 

bill comes from 10 retailers 

10 highest tax-contributing sectors (as percentage of GVA in 2016/17) 

Source: Analysis based on ONS and HMRC data 
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History of increasing burden of rates and challenge of fiscal neutrality 

14. Business rates is the only tax levied by HM Treasury that effectively works in reverse by adhering to fiscal 
neutrality. Given this requirement, revaluations create “winners” and “losers” and in recent revaluations 
the changes have been significant. 

 
15. Historically, specific issues arose as a consequence of the global recession experienced during the cycle of 

the 2010 revaluation. 2010 rating assessments were based on property rental values and economic 
circumstances at the Antecedent Valuation Date (AVD) which is always 2 years before the new revaluation 
assessments come into force (i.e. as at 1 April 2008) at almost a market high pre-recession which was 
swiftly followed by significant economic downturn. 

 
16. Rates were immediately perceived to be unfair, only to be exacerbated as the economy fell further, yet 

business rates continued their RPI-linked inflation upwards climb. Where businesses, had at least, 
expected rates to be reset at the next five yearly revaluation – due on 1 April 2015 – the then- 
Government postponed this for two years. Consequently, rates continued to be charged based upon April 
2008 pre-recession values. In many parts of the country, rates payable was well in excess of a property’s 
market rental value; in effect the tax rate for those properties was over 100%. 

 
17. In addition to the unfairness caused by the postponement of the revaluation, when the 2017 revaluation 

did arrive (based on April 2015 property values), there was significant change both regionally and 
sectorally in the new assessments, the extent of which was exaggerated by the extended revaluation 
period. 

 
18. Transitional arrangements were introduced to cushion the impact of the revaluation on individual 

properties and since 1995, the largest increase in rates payable in the first year of a revaluation was 
capped at 12.5% (before inflation adjustment). However, at the revaluation in 2017 properties with RVs 
above £100,000 faced immediate increases of 42% (plus inflation). These increases were only announced 
at a consultation stage at the end of September 2016 (when the proposed increase was 45%) and 
confirmed in December 2016 – leaving businesses to adjust to much larger immediate increases than they 
could have anticipated. 

 
19. Legislation further requires that transitional arrangements are fiscally neutral with the result that the cost 

of providing protection from full increases in rates payable is met by denying full immediate reductions to 
those whose bills ought to have fallen as a consequence of the revaluation. 

 
a. In 2017, the Government introduced transitional penalties such that ratepayers with 

assessments above RV £100,000 whose valuations had reduced were limited to seeing 
maximum reductions in rates payable of 4.1% in 2017/18, or only 2.2% after taking inflation 
into account. 

 

b. The maximum reductions in subsequent years were also very modest, such that a large 
property whose 2017 revaluation assessment is more than 20% below its 2010 valuation, will 
never see the full benefits of the 2017 revaluation. In other words, in 2020/21 (the year before 
the 2021 revaluation) its rates bill will still be based on to its property value on 1 April 2008, 
some 13 years previously. 

 
c. This issue is also prevalent on the high street accentuating the problem of business rates 

liability being divorced from prevailing market circumstances. 
 

20. Ultimately, the multiplier has risen from one third to half since the inception of rates and 
rates now stands at an unprecedented level. In summary: 

 
a. The Uniform Business Rate (UBR) in 1990 was 34.8p, i.e. a tax of 34.8% of a 

property’s rateable value (RV) 

1. The impact of changes in Business Rates policy since 2017 on businesses, in particular: 
- The changes in reliefs and allowances 
- The ability of businesses to pay 
- The relationship between Business Rates and the behaviour it drives in business. 
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b. By 1 April 2019 this is set to rise to 50.4%, up to a half of RV from a third 
c. For nearly 30 years, this substantial growth has been a consequence of UBR 

increases being fixed to annual RPI inflation, (only recently changed by HM 
Treasury to the lower CPI from 2018, which is now accepted as more appropriate 
measure of inflation) 

d. Gross receipts have risen from £10bn to 30.5bn (1990-2018), an increase of 193%, 
whereas inflation has risen by 128% RPI or 94% CPI by comparison. 

 

21. Whilst it is welcome there have been some minor reforms and reliefs, and the fall to CPI is a positive step 
in the right direction, rates should never have been allowed to grow to such a disproportionate level in 
the first instance – thus celebrating these successes should be seen in context. 

 

22. Given the Government itself states it has offered a combined £13bn in business rates support since 2016, 
it stands to reason that any regime which needs to compensate businesses and offer such significant 
levels and tiers of relief is inherently ill-constructed, no longer fit for purpose, and in need of fundamental 

reform. 

HCLG Select Committee: High Streets 2030 Report 

23. Colleagues on the HCLG Select Committee received and published significant evidence on the systemic 
issues facing town centres including high fixed costs and the burden of business rates which we would 
encourage this Committee to carefully consider. 

 

24. Rates are now a significant burden and increasing proportion of total turnover for businesses in our sector 

– in addition to all the other tax obligations placed upon them by Government. The following table from 
the HCLG committee highlights the imbalances between what can be considered online, omnichannel and 
majority physical businesses: 

Source: HCLG Select Committee Report into High Streets 2030 

 

Declining asset base & zero-rated properties 

25. It is further unclear what the rising loss of stores will have on rateable value over time and whether falling 
investment in retail property and / or a surplus of retail property will have as yet unrealised 
consequences. With rising vacancies (including businesses with large real estate footprints such as 
department stores), or properties which will effectively become zero-rated there are challenges beyond 
the zero-sum rates equation. 

 
26. While owners will in the first instance pay empty rates where a property is unoccupied, there is a loss of 

value elsewhere in the chain from employment and sales taxes. Business rates will be temporarily 
covered, but by driving businesses away from physical properties has a broader impact. An occupied store 
will contribute to various taxation as well as the social fabric of our urban places. 

 
27. A lack of significant action on rates misses the bigger picture, it is by consequence shaping the future of 

our town centres in a direction we believe is counter-productive to the narrative around saving and 
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investing in high streets as well as the wider benefits thriving places have on health and wellbeing, 
employment and educational opportunities, and prosperity. 

 
28. The evidence of retailer and hospitality CVAs throughout 2018 and already in Q1 of 2019 highlight that 

property taxes have not been suitably addressed with recent reforms, and regularly and explicitly been 
referenced as a cost factor, one which again remains as a non-negotiable input tax which bears no 
reflection on success of a business. 

 
29. It is as yet unclear what impact the current drive for commercial assets to be converted to housing has 

had on the commercial core of town centres. It should be considered whether this is exacerbating issues 
and the potential risks if efforts which could reduce the commercial asset base continue. The equivalence 
of income is highlighted in Question 2. 

 
30. Consideration of the use, or extension of, exemptions for vacant properties should also be made. Bearing 

the full cost of rates in the current climate without using, for the most part, the services they support 

seems somewhat unfair – particularly with growing vacancies as a consequence of forces outside of the 
control of property owners. 

CCA & Business Rates Appeals 

31. Dissatisfaction with the 2017 revaluation has been compounded by the introduction of a new regime for 
challenging assessments, known as Check Challenge Appeal, or CCA. This is proving to be hugely 
burdensome to businesses who wish to understand and possibly challenge their Rateable Value 
assessment and a barrier to justice for many. 

 

32. Tabled only on 17 March 2017 (and coming into force on 1 April 2017) in breach of the normal 21 day 
rule, the timing and the lack of businesses’ ability to prepare for the changes was criticised by the 

Secondary Legislation Scrutiny Committee at the time. Subsequent publication of the responses to the 

Government’s consultation also revealed that not a single business or trade body had expressed support 
for the Government’s CCA proposals. 

 
33. Unsurprisingly, the fact that CCA was introduced in a rush to ensure implementation for the 2017 rating 

revaluation and without the support of ratepayers has had a number of consequences. Just a few of these 
issues we believe constitute significant policy flaws as well the system being under-resourced in both IT 
and human capital. 

 
a. Members have raised the issues that the Government is able to impose such a significant tax 

without any obligation upon it to justify the derivation of that tax liability, especially in a 
regime where the taxpayer is unlikely to be in either possession of, or easily able to obtain, the 
relevant underlying evidence. 

 
b. Under CCA the onus is on ratepayers to provide the evidence to demonstrate that their 

assessment is incorrect. The updated regulations require the ratepayer to set out the entirety 
of his or her case at the outset, together with all potentially relevant evidence and case law 
precedent, just to open the door to a discussion with the VOA. This is hugely burdensome and 
costly to businesses, and a disincentive to appeal even though the ratepayer may ultimately 
have a valid case. 

 
c. Members who have to deal with the system and VOA’s IT interface are critical of the electronic 

services offered by the VOA lack functionality and are slow and cumbersome and have been 
been described as ‘shambolic’ and ‘not fit for purpose’ by the Federation of Small Businesses 
and others and remain a long way from having a fully operational digital system through which 
the whole of the Check and Challenge process can be managed. 

 
d. The vast majority of appeals are issued by professional agents acting on behalf of ratepayers. 

Since the 2005 revaluation, appeals have been conducted using electronic communication set 
up by the VOA collaborating with the major rating practices and software providers. These 
allowed direct communication with VOA systems and operated successfully for multiple 
revaluations. The VOA refused to co-operate with the rating profession prior to the 2017 
revaluation in an effort to set up similar electronic protocols to handle the new CCA regime and 
subsequent progress has been painfully slow. 
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34. This is by no means an exhaustive list and members would be willing to further detail issues they face 
interacting with the VOA and its systems. However, the introduction of the new digital platform has 
represented a significant backwards step resulting in unnecessary delay in the appeal process for the 
2017 Rating List. This is evidenced by the latest statistics published by the VOA on 28 February 2019 
showing data until 31 December 2018. Whereas at the same stage of the 2010 revaluation, ratepayers 
had made 351,520 appeals, 105,990 of which had already been settled, for the 2017 revaluation there 
have been only 65,380 Checks and 8,940 Challenges, with just 2,970 Challenges having been concluded. 
Our members are in no doubt that the principal causes include a system which is not fit for purpose 
coupled with the huge administrative and evidential burdens which the new regime imposes upon 
ratepayers. 

 
35. We believe positive reforms such as adopting annual revaluations at the earliest opportunity with 

transparency such that the VOA justified its assessments to ratepayers by supplying the underlying rental 

evidence, appeals would fall away dramatically and become the exception not the rule as ratepayers 
would be satisfied with the explanation supplied to them and would not see any need to challenge their 
valuations or the benefit of a successful appeal would lead to a saving in rates payable for one year only, 
thus businesses would derive little benefit and thus have a much reduced incentive to appeal than with a 
longer revaluation cycle in the knowledge a revaluation was occurring imminently. 
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36. It is clear that the business rates system clearly fails the pillars of good tax policy in a number of ways: 
 

37. This also fails to reflect where wealth is created in modern business, and particularly in modern retail. 
Online sales are still a relatively new method of sale and as online retail continues to grow we believe it 
will continue to be necessary to introduce an appropriate tax regime and to broaden the tax base. 

 

38. The current business rates policy has the potential to damage our physical places and high streets in the 

short and long term and updated rates system that recognises the growing role of online retail and helps 
to level the playing field with bricks and mortar retailers would reintroduce fairness into the system. 

Fair 

Inherent unfairness in the system 

39. These examples help to contextualise the significant costs to businesses in retail, leisure and hospitality 
who occupy physical town centre properties. The ever-rising level at which business rates are presently 
maintained are no longer fit for purpose. Physical properties – which offer everything from employment 
opportunities to socio-economic benefits, and the additionality of tax taken through other channels of a 
successfully trading property – remains unaccounted for. Compared to similar asset types, retail is also 
paying a greater share (circa 25%) of all business rates, whilst contributing 5% of the UK’s GVA. 

40. Added to this, around 40% of the total retail business rates bill comes from just 10 retailers. When taken 
at an individual store level, even outside London and the core cities, a number of bills for recognisable 
retailers reveal staggering numbers. 

 

41. For example, looking at the recent coverage of House of Fraser, the ‘Beatties’ branded store in 
Wolverhampton reportedly faced an estimated bill of £470,000 (based on an RV of £925,000). 
Consequently, this site was one of a number initially slated for closure as part of a turnaround. 

 
42. Unsurprisingly, other large retail estates (with the associated largest rates rises and bills) have been 

associated with CVAs, restructures, property rationalisation and planned closures. Many of the closures 
have been slated for similar towns, and the distribution is not distributed equal across the country. 
Although in this instance, the Wolverhampton store was saved for the time being, the high rates bills 
faced by such stores and other commercial occupiers with a large real estate footprint – but not 
necessarily a high margin business – remains an ever present issue, and have uncertain futures. 

 
43. Even businesses recognised as being successful, especially those in London and the South East, have 

seen hikes to unsustainable and unreasonable heights. For example, Selfridges flagship store will have 
seen their bill rise to £17.4 million (up £6.48m since 2017) and other businesses in thriving retail quarters 
such as the West End – which attract tourism and add to the vibrancy of London’s urban centre, are 

similarly facing increasing pressure. 
 

44. This also fails to reflect where wealth is created in modern business, and particularly in modern retail. 
Online sales are still a relatively new method of sale and as online retail continues to grow we believe it 
will continue to be necessary to introduce an appropriate tax regime and to broaden the tax base 
(evidenced in the turnover figures provided to the HCLG Select Committee). The current business rates 
policy has the potential to damage our physical places and high streets in the short and long term. An 
updated rates system that recognises the growing role of online retail and helps to level the playing field 
with bricks and mortar retailers would reintroduce fairness into the system. 

 
45. Looking at one significant retail property portfolio invested in town centre and community shopping 

centres located across the country (and predominantly outside of core cities), this demonstrates there is 
now a growing proportion of occupiers that are paying equal to, or indeed less or no rent, compared with 

2. How the current Business Rates system measures up against the following pillars of good tax 
policy: 
- Fair 
- Support growth and encourage competition 
- Provide certainty 
- Be coherent. 
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their rates payable. Once again we believe this shows a major disconnect between how rates should 
operate versus the market in practice. 

 
46. The following data quantifies the number of tenants within this portfolio who have a contracted rent lower 

than rates payable (but notably do pay a rent) and retailers who are presently on a rates only deal. This 
includes nationally recognised brands: 

 Number of Stores Percentage of 
Portfolio 

Rates higher than present contracted rent 164 12% 

Retail units presently on ‘rates only’ deal 182 13% 

 
Rates above contracted 
rent by sector 

Number of Stores 

Charity 9 

Department Store 3 

Entertainment 14 

F&B 23 

Fashion 48 

Grocery 5 

Health & Beauty 11 

Homewares 10 

News, Gifts, Stationary 2 

Non Retail 21 

Retail Services 18 

 
Local government finance and the risks of the perceived residential ‘silver bullet’ 

47. Notwithstanding the many challenges and practical issues around viability in converting excess 
commercial space into residential, the current belief that this excess can be turned into residential should 
also be seen in the wider context. It is clear that the levels of taxation from commercial premises 
significantly outweigh those of residential council taxes, which poses significant questions for the future of 
local government finance, particularly in light of Government’s almost singular drive towards creating 
more housing. This includes not just new-build but through the sacrifice of commercial space (evidenced 
by recent Permitted Development Rights in the planning system) as retail is generally accepted as being 
overspaced for the modern retail environment – but this is not a uniform percentage distributed across 
the country. Furthermore, once this commercial space is lost to residential (rather than being repurposed 
for other commercial use) it is highly unlikely to return to commercial use, thus the property is lost from 
the commercial asset base along with the associated rates. 

 

48. To illustrate this point, theoretically, taking the average band D council tax bill in England for 2018/19 at 
£1671 for each property it would require the following average domestic-rate paying households to 
achieve the equivalent revenue of these single commercial sites – whether collected locally or centrally: 

 

Commercial Property Estimated Non-Domestic 
Rates Bill (£) 

Number of average Band D 
Households to create 
equivalent value 

Beatties, Wolverhampton 470,000 281 

Marks & Spencer, York 527,000 315 

Selfridges, London 17,400,000 10,412 

 
49. Commercial retailers and occupiers operating physical stores are critical economic contributors, both in 

terms of business rates as shown, but as employers and investors in place, and create value for the 
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Treasury through income tax, VAT, National Insurance and other revenue channels. Notwithstanding the 
socio-economic benefits and vibrancy they bring to place. 

 
50. Their loss or inability to trade competitively because of the shackles of rates could lead to a significantly 

lower income for Government – whether collected locally or centrally – underlying the risks to longer term 
revenue streams this could cause if retail, hospitality and leisure are continually and disproportionately 
squeezed. This is not to say commercial properties should not pay their fair share, but this illustrates the 
growing gulf between domestic and non-domestic rates, as well as the loss of revenue to the Treasury 
and Local Government if these buildings are lost from commercial use, or simply converted to residential. 

 
51. A sustainable, alternate route, through fundamental reform must be found that allows businesses to trade 

fairly and compete with online competitors, but also supports Local Authorities in the longer term as the 
commercial asset base is threatened, or at risk of being lost indefinitely to housing stock (whereas 
creating new-build housing stock could potentially add growth and additionality). 

 
52. With the changes from the Local Government Finance Act 2012, the phasing out of Revenue Support 

Grant (RSG) funds and the replacement with a scheme to share rates receipts between central and local 
government, other risks arise. City of York Council, in March 2019, highlighted the increasing importance 
of National Non-domestic Rates in providing income, and this now represents 28% of their net revenue 
budget income for the current year. 

 
53. There is also much concern that despite the greater freedoms granted to local authorities to grant 

discretionary relief following the enactment of the 2011 Localism Act, billing authorities are exercising 
their discretion far less frequently than they did historically. 

 
54. This is an unfortunate adverse consequence of the business rates retention scheme under which a greater 

proportion of any such relief granted is met by the local billing authority. Gerald Eve highlight, for 
example, that it is now rare for businesses to be granted Section 44a relief for part occupation of 
premises, even in the circumstances for which it was designed as set out in guidance issued by MHCLG. 
The amounts granted by way of Sec 44a relief have fallen from £54.5m in 2007/8 to £14m in 2018/19. 

 
55. Furthermore, whilst the overriding purpose of the rates retention scheme was to incentivise local 

authorities to grow and reinvest in their local economies, it has also had the consequence of councils 
becoming far more protective of their rates revenues in addition to a reduction in the amounts of 
discretionary reliefs granted, other than those that are fully funded by central government. 

Failure of downwards transition and relief in practice 

56. We have continued to call for immediate and full transition for businesses when their RV falls, as 
aforementioned in the analysis of the impact of business rates in Question 1. 

 

57. The following are examples of the failure of “downwards transition” in action from The Grosvenor Centre 
in Chester. 

 
a. 29 Newgate Row – 2010 RV £147k. 

 
Reducing the 2017 RV from £84k to £66.5k (-20%, based on rental evidence as at April 2015) 
still suggests the property would be in downwards transition throughout the life of the current 
rating list. 

 
There would be nominal savings of only £227.50 per annum if an appeal were successful. 

 
b. 25-27 Newgate Row (HMV) – 2010 RV £325k. 

 
Reducing the 2017 RV from £203k to £161.5k (-20%, based on rental evidence in 2015) would 
provide a similar result to 29 Newgate. 

 
The saving per annum in this case would be nominal, at under £540 per annum (0.4% of the 
current liability). 

 

58. Both of these sites should have seen significant falls in their rates bills, but due to rules governing 
downwards transition, whereas those who have seen increases must also pay in full immediately. It is not 
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difficult therefore to understand why occupiers feel unfairly treated by the current tax system when they 
are expected to immediate fund any increase, but not the corresponding decrease even though has been 
correctly identified as being deserving by revaluation. 

 
59. Research from Ellandi and Montagu Evans to assess the latest small rates relief to be introduced would 

offer minimal respite. Across over a 1000 shops from Cornwall to Northamptonshire within its portfolio, 
the total estimated rates bill of £37m would see a reduction of only £700,000 – or less than 2%. Only 
30% of these shops – all who create jobs and add to the vibrancy of the places they occupy – met the 
threshold of having a Rateable Value below £51,000. Only 20% would also benefit because of 
aforementioned state aid rules that effectively disqualified all but solely local retailers (many of whom rely 
on the footfall of larger neighbours). 

Support growth and encourage competition 

Competition and the UK Market 

60. This disparity exists within the existing business rates regime and conflicts with the Government narrative 
to help the High Street. By virtue of being unfair, it is a deterrent to growth and damages competition 
however this is magnified when considered at an international level. 

 
61. Our 2017 research into “Investing in the UK retail market”, which surveyed 130 international retailers, 

highlighted property taxes as the greatest deterrent to investment or expansion in the UK. Over 55% of 
respondents raised occupancy costs as a factor where foreign markets are more competitive, specifically 
highlighting business rates, and was the highest scoring deterrent. 

 
62. Comments from businesses included: 

 
a. Fashion retailer: “There are a lot of good points about Britain, but business rates is not one 

of them… we have nothing like that here [their home market].” 

 
b. Home retailer: “Business rates made it a no-go…” 

 
c. Fashion retailer: “There might be space for us to play there [the UK] but operational costs 

are very high so our plans were not about being good, but about doing great. That’s a high 
hurdle to get over.” 

 
d. Electricals retailer: “I don’t get property taxes over there. I was looking at that when 

comparing countries and the UK is very expensive for that…” 

 
63. Whilst it is difficult to make direct comparison between business rates and recurrent local property taxes 

in other jurisdictions, on any sensible comparative measure it can quickly be seen that the burden in the 
UK is exceptionally high. According to the EU and OECD, property taxes in the UK represent a greater 
proportion of total taxation and a greater percentage of GDP compared with all EU and OECD countries – 
as illustrated in the following graphs. 
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EU - Recurrent taxes on immovable property as a % of total taxation – 2017 
 

Source: DG Taxation and Customs Union, based on Eurostat data 

 
OECD – Recurrent property taxes as a % of GDP – 2013 

 
 

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics Database 
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Economic Growth in Cities 

64. City centres which have seen the largest growth – such as Manchester – have been driven by jobs, 
particularly knowledge-based services, and population growth including students and young professionals. 
Centre for Cities surmise that “the relatively low prices of property in these city centres… suggests that 
this rapid growth has largely been accommodated with an increase in the supply of property. In 
Manchester, for example, the city centre has made room for an additional 20,000 residents (since 2002) 
and 70,000 jobs (since 1998). 

 
65. Making occupational costs more affordable through decreasing the punitive level of rates, utilising other 

policy levers and aiding supply and development are thus key ingredients to creating success. Housing 
supply is clearly an important element but should not be pursued at the expense of a commercial core – 
in which rates plays a critical role in viability. 

 
66. Inevitably, charging rates on empty space – albeit for a purpose which appears understandable at first 

glance – also discourages investment and penalises owners and investors at the very point they have no 

rental income on the property. Physical improvements to properties also lead to immediate increases in 

rates bills – a perverse incentive to invest to help let a vacant unit or for occupiers to invest in their 

business. 

 
67. Ultimately, there is no benefit to commercial landlords to maintain empty units on a long term basis and 

as retail casualties continue, there is a growing asset base of empty properties without a clear pipeline of 

future tenants who are also deterred by fixed occupational costs – as previously referenced in regards 

international expansion – but on which an ever growing rates bill is placed (notwithstanding the 

unforeseen consequences of zero-rated properties and falling rents as the marketplace sees more units 

returned to the market). 

Provide Certainty 

68. Whilst we recognise there may be certainty for Government, augmented by fiscal neutrality, this is not the 
case for business. There is often uncertainty around: 

 

a. Complex reliefs 
b. Discretionary relief and State Aid 
c. Transitional arrangements 
d. Lack of transparency 
e. Failure of appeals to redress errors efficiently 

 
69. To expand, the significant number of rates reliefs – some permanent and others temporary – make it 

difficult for a business – especially SMEs without in-house rates expertise – to know which, if any relief, it 
is entitled to. This is exacerbated by discretionary reliefs being subject to European State Aid rules. 

 
70. The infrequency of revaluations, with late announcements about the Uniform Business Rate and 

transitional arrangements to accompany the revaluation, make budgeting for future liability exceptionally 
challenging. While there are commitments to move to 3-yearly revaluations, businesses are still reeling 
from the previous 7-year delay and challenges post-2017 which have undermined confidence in the 
system. 

 

71. The transfers to confidence in, and lack of transparency, from the Valuation Office Agency. The onerous 
and overburdened Check, Challenge, Appeal regime further make it impossible for businesses to judge 
whether their assessments are fair and how long their appeal may take to resolve at a time when retailers 
and other commercial occupiers are operating in a difficult market on ever tighter margins, and in the 
face of other structural headwinds. 

 
Be coherent 

72. Very simply, the current business rates regime is complex, difficult to engage with, and given the failure 
of the first three pillars of good taxation highlighted previously suggests that the test for coherence would 
also elicit a negative response. 
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Rates versus Rent: Tax incidence research 

73. There has also been a pervading argument that any rates reduction will simply be capitalised into rent. A 

Regeneris Consulting report “Business Rates: Who Pays and Why it Matters” published in 2015, on behalf 
of trade bodies including Revo, BPF and others suggests that in fact while there would be some 
capitalisation into rents over time, there were wider implications for investment. Reduced investment 
impacts not only the quality of real estate, but more fundamentally supply. 

 

74. The research drew on Valuation Office Data and rental data over a period of 24 years – and calculations 
suggested that if the rates burden is 75% capitalised into rents over a 3-year period, then an increase in 
rates of £100m per annum over a three-year period would lead to a £150m reduction in development 
capital and a £150m loss in income for rental tenants, equating to approximately 1,000 jobs foregone. 

 
75. The high-level findings of the research concluded that the economic incidence of any changes to business 

rates is initially borne by occupiers, but soon transfers to occupiers and landlords. On average, the 
research found that approximately 75% of a change in business rates was capitalised into rents over a 
period of 3 years. This relationship did vary across geographies and asset classes. For example, the 
association was strongest in the retail sector and in regional markets – including Newcastle, Manchester, 
Birmingham and Liverpool – with London rentals appearing to be less responsive to changes in business 
rates. 

 
76. The relationship between rents and rates additionally appeared to break down after 2008. This is not 

wholly surprising, given in 2015 rateable values were still based on pre-recession values – over this time 
the financial crisis had a large impact on businesses, property and rental values, and use of real estate. 
Online channels continue to further disrupt the market. 

 
77. It is clear that the investment market has moved even further away from retail property, and real estate 

more broadly, in the years since that research was undertaken, and indeed since there was – after a 
seven year delay – a revaluation that began to rebalance the market since the 2008 recession. 

 
78. Given the current state of the economy and growing structural changes since this report it is unlikely the 

majority of occupiers and operators could absorb any step-change in rental increase. Retail values are 

expected to fall, in particular due to growing vacancies and excess floorspace released back into the 

market from restructuring and administrations. Nor is there, seemingly, a clear pipeline of retailers taking 

the place of those being lost as perhaps has been the case in the past. Rising rents would lead to rising 

rates, and be counterintuitive without wider justification. 

 
79. Linking this to our ambition to see annual revaluations, clearly there would be no incentive for a tenant to 

simply agree to a higher rent due to a rates cut if they knew that to do so would cause their Rateable 

Value (and indexed rates payable) to increase within one year maximum – nor for the landlord to do so – 

given both parties would understand that the next revaluation would thus undermine the benefit received. 

 
80. For real estate to remain a viable investment proposition, a sensible balance must therefore be struck 

otherwise the industry risks losing investment to other sectors entirely, or other countries, which 

undermines placemaking and the future of our urban centres as places where people can live, work and 

play. 

3. The economic justification for a property-based business tax: 
- The impact of Business Rates on rental prices 
- The impact of Business Rates on property prices 
- Alternatives to property-based business taxes, such as the proposed digital services tax 
- The problems associated with property-based business taxes 
- The impact of changes (proposed and actual) of Business Rates on Local Authorities and Councils, 
and the High Street. 
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81. Research from the Property Industry Alliance Property Data Report 2017 – of which Revo is a constituent 

member – also shows that rents have not increased significantly whilst rates have continued to rise within 

the retail sub-sector compared to other sub-sectors such as offices: 

 
 

 
 

82. Average lease lengths have also fallen to 7.1 years (MSCI / BNP Paribas UK Lease Events Review) and we 

have seen many examples of 10-year leases (with 5-year break clauses) in the retail sector, thus the 

opportunity to negotiate costs such as rent, alter or renew terms, or exit has already brought more 

flexibility into the market and greater fairness. Yet rates continues to cause a major issue. This is before 

any other benefits such as rent-free periods – absorbed by the investor – as part of a leasing event are 

taken into account. The market is finding solutions to support itself, but this is not supported by public 

sector action. 

Failure to account for online sales 

83. The retail property and placemaking sector recognises the importance of growth and success of online 
sales. It is clear that the world has changed irrevocably. However, Government’s choices and persistent 
lack of fundamental action on business rates and other taxation means the economic landscape now 
favours online retail – enabling a lower cost base, lower rates levied, and effectively fast-tracking the 
decline of our high streets. This is contrary to announcements in favour of protecting the high street and 
our commercial town and city centres for the future and HM Treasury effectively undermines efforts by 
MHCLG and BEIS to support the sector, and help the sector support itself. 

 
84. Online sales are forecast to grow, and has continued to hollow out the property tax base. Remaining 

bricks and mortar retailers (and other rate payers generally) thus pay more rates to fill the Government’s 
revenue gap. 

 

85. Our own research, Tomorrow’s World: Retail on the Line, highlights that the UK is the largest online retail 
market in Europe and the third largest globally. In 2017, 20% of total comparison goods spend in the UK 
was online (£45bn). This share is forecast to increase to 31% (£103bn) by 2026. 

 
86. Despite the fast growth in online sales, the proportion of comparison goods spend offline will still be 

significantly larger than online spend, indicating that physical retail is and will remain the dominant sales 
channel in the next decade but only if there are stores able to successfully operate to underpin those 
forecasts. 
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87. What’s more, 29% of online purchases touch a store, whether by research or collecting in-store. Click & 
collect customers are particularly valuable, as 60% of them make another purchase on their shopping 
trip. Yet the tax system disproportionally hits physical stores, whilst some of the value they create is 
captured elsewhere without contributing similarly to the tax base. 

 
88. In total, physical stores contribute to 86% of comparison goods spend across the UK. The store has an 

absolutely pivotal role to play and it is by no means anywhere near the end for physical space, as long as 
they are not taxed beyond the realms of affordability and out of existence. 

 
89. If the tax system fails to catch up then the future of our high streets remains at risk – but we believe this 

is a policy choice, one which it is possible for Government to respond to without delay. 

Alternatives 

90. Every system proposed as an alternative will ultimately create winners and losers, and as such the needs 
of Government, wider business, and pillars of good taxation need to be taken into consideration in any 

reform or successor system to rates, therefore we support the recommendations of the HCLG Select 
Committee High Streets 2030 report to immediately undertake a study into viable alternatives to the 
current rates system. 

 
91. We also endorse the efforts of retailers such as Tesco and others who have undertaken quality research 

which highlights the iniquity of business rates and suggests viable, costed alternatives which Government 
should take into consideration - such as a 2% online sales levy, to reduce the rates burden on retail by 
£1.5bn (i.e. 20% cut). 

 
a. This proposal combines a new digital tax with reform of the existing business rates system 

which would tax the growing online sales market, making the tax base more sustainable while 

the rates reduction ensures the overall tax burden on retail does not increase. 

 

92. This is only one viable solution to a complex and challenging issue which the Government needs to 
address. Such alternatives we believe the Government should also consider include: 

 
a. Online sales levy (modelling various percentages) 
b. Online turnover or revenue tax 

c. Delivery taxes (which exempt click and collect) 

 
93. From which, we believe an informed, transparent decision can be taken with the support of industry 

partners, considering the long-term economic and social impact upon our urban centres, labour market, 
modern wealth creation, and evolving consumer behaviour and growth of technology. 

 
94. It has also been stated that State Aid rules may have an impact or restrict the ability to impose certain 

taxes. While that may be the case, we believe much as with other forms of taxation that if there is a 
political will to do so – for we believe there is already an economic imperative – that such a system can 
be designed to meet any obligations in this regard (whether on EU or UK statutes). 

 
95. The data collected from such reformed taxes, if properly designed, could also provide incredibly useful 

datasets which would help inform policymakers to better plan and create more successful places in the 
long term. 

 
96. Any alternative, must however, reduce the burden placed on physical retailers, leisure operators and 

hospitality who create and facilitate vibrancy, security, social cohesion, and support jobs and local 
economies. Failure to do so risks taxing the heart out of our town and city centres. 
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Contact
  

Please do not hesitate to contact us on any of the points raised above. Please contact: 

Matthew Ogg 

Policy Advisor, Revo 

Charter House, 13-15 Carteret Street, Westminster, SW1H 9DJ matthew@revocommunity.org 

  

mailto:matthew@revocommunity.org
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Treasury Select Committee Inquiry into Business Rates 

Revo’s Supplementary 
Evidence 

Section A: Who we are? 
 

1. Revo is the organisation that supports all businesses in the retail property and placemaking sector. Our 
unique community includes private and publicly listed retailers, investors, developers and owners of 
retail property, as well as local councils, and advisors and consultants of all sizes who provide services 
to our industry. 

 

2. We have previously submitted written evidence to the Treasury Select Committee as part of the 
original inquiry into Business Rates reform. We welcome the opportunity to submit further 

evidence in response to oral sessions held into the inquiry to which we believe we can shed 
further light on questions raised thus far. 

 
3. As the leading retail property and placemaking organisation, we remain uniquely placed to 

respond to many of the key issues raised by this inquiry. Business rates continues to be a 

primary concern to businesses who develop and occupy physical premises, as well as the 

associated infrastructure and appeals system. 

 
4. There are many areas of common ground between ourselves and The Property Managers 

Association, which represents the interests of retail organisations by enabling their respective 

property professionals, to work together for their mutual benefit. They share our concerns 

regarding, inter alia, business rates, lease reform and town centre vitality and are broadly in 

agreement with Revo that urgent and fundamental reform is required to ensure the future 

success and long term viability of our high streets, town centres and urban places. 

 Section B: Supplementary Evidence 

5. There are a number of questions and comments during these hearings raised which we believe 

we are able to offer further insight and / or clarification which we hope will help to inform the 

committee and the final report into the business rates system. These include: 

 
a. Local Authorities investing in Retail Assets 

b. Pension Funds and long term institutional investors investing in Retail Assets 

c. Asset Valuations 

d. Empty Rates & Downwards Transitional Phasing 

e. Business Growth Accelerator 

f. Not just tinkering, but radical reform 

g. Statement on Rogue Landlords 

h. Business Rates beyond retail 

i. Conclusion 

Local Authorities investing in Retail Assets 
 

6. A common myth across local authorities and the real estate sector has been that Local 
Authorities, in the course of recent acquisitions have purchased shopping centres out of their 
area of control; what is generally recognised and terms as offshoring. 

 
7. Whilst we believe many Local Authorities have invested in commercial real estate for revenue 

raising purposes to fund local services, we are not aware that shopping centres – which face a 
number of challenges at present from the evolution of the sector – form part of this activity in 
any meaningful way as is often described. 

 
8. It is true to say that Local Authorities have purchased, or invested in shopping centres and retail 

assets. Yet they are all notably connected to the regions which they represent. In many cases, 
we believe that a long term investor like a local authority can take a long term view – and in the 
present market operate on 
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lower yields or using low interest loans that make regenerative projects economically viable as well as 
adding to, or supporting, the social fabric of the location in question. 

 
9. Examples below of retail purchases include: 

 

Year Local Authority Shopping Centre Location Price 
(£m) 

2016 Surrey Heath Council The Mall Camberley, Surrey 86 

2017 Sefton Borough Council The Strand Shopping Centre Bootle, Sefton 33 
2018 Shropshire Council Pride Hill, Darwin & Riverside 

Centres 

Shrewsbury, Shropshire 53 

2018 Cherwell District Council Castle Quay Banbury, Oxfordshire 58 

2018 Canterbury City Council Whitefriars Quarter Canterbury, Kent 76 

2018 Trafford Borough Council Grafton Shopping Centre Altrincham, Trafford 10 

 

10. Research from Revo member, Lambert Smith Hampton, looking at 20 examples between 2016 and 2018 
including those aforementioned, it is clear that these major transactions have taken place within the area 
of control of the respective Local Authorities. The motivation of which, it is our understanding, have 
primarily been about regeneration or transformation, and on occasion supported by additional revenue 
streams successful repurposing will generate. The success of these schemes would be three-fold, bringing 
in revenue, revitalising underperforming sites, and creating a catalyst for future public and private sector 
led projects. Even where the primary driver may be revenue, this would require investment and good 
management, and the halo effect of a successful regeneration project is clear. 

 
11. Canterbury City Council Leader Simon Cook said at the time of the acquisition of Whitefriars – the largest 

centre in East Kent – that: 

 
“It has to be remembered that we are doing this at no cost to local taxpayers but it will bring in revenue 
for the city, especially in future years… We have thought very carefully about this once-in-a-generation 
opportunity to take control of one of the city’s key sites… buying 100% of Whitefriars will allow us to 
open up opportunities to shape the future of our city over the long term with decisions taken by a council 
working on behalf of residents.” 

 

12. It is important that accurate and up-to-date information is in the public domain so that decisions and 
opinions can be formed around the relative impact of a significant but small part of the retail property 
industry at present. Revo will deliver further research in this area in the near future. 

 
13. Retail values have, and continue to fall, and business rates is one of the most significant factors that 

underpins the viability, or otherwise, of physical retail assets in the UK. Local Authorities have, after due 
diligence, chosen to invest in their communities but are now additionally faced with the competing 
challenges of growing business rates for retention purposes, whilst trying to make sites they now own 
and manage viable for occupiers. 

 
14. It should also be noted that even when including the private sector, shopping centre trades in Q1/2019 

are significantly below annual trends and highlight the current state of the market, and the public and 
private sectors are not necessarily competing. Often, the regeneration required is on a scale or scope 
beyond the financial viability of the private sector, and envisioned as a wider economic catalyst. Without 
such intervention by the public sector – where individually or by partnership / joint venture – many of 

these town centres will simply continue to decline. 
 
Pension Funds and long term institutional investors investing in Retail Assets 

 
15. The Committee has raised a number of questions around investors, and we believe more effort should be 

made to encourage pension and insurance funds to invest in commercial real estate in town centres both 
in retail and other asset classes. This is for many of the same reasons that Local Authorities can, with the 
right vision, guidance and expertise, be well placed investors in the retail property market, yet these 
institutions already bring a wealth of experience and expertise in this arena. 

 
16. Institutional investors, with pension funds and insurance funds as notable examples, are long term 

investors who rely on a relatively low, sustainable yield, in order to fund the pensions - and indeed 
therefore support the public - whom they serve. 
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17. It should be noted therefore that these types of investors suffer when properties are empty and their 
model is not designed to keep assets vacant. They need steady, sustainable income to support the 
pension funds both today and in the future. It is incomprehensible that such a business would actively 
keep a unit vacant – at cost to the fund from empty rates, utilities and security – as to do so would be to 
underserve their customers. Empty rates will be considered separately below, including the challenges 
presented by the current market. 

 
18. The only reasonable reasons to do so would be as part of a redevelopment, repositioning or 

refurbishment programme which is designed to create a better environment in the long term but may 
require short term vacancy (phasing or managing out leases for example to allow for works to take 
place), which we believe the Committee would also accept as a reasonable position for businesses 
working in the built environment to take. 

 

19. These investors have choices about where they place capital and would be a real loss to the 
UK economy and our urban places if we cannot attract both UK & Foreign Direct Investment 
into our urban places. The prevailing narrative around the sector of unaffordable business 
rates, falling rents and retail values, CVAs and major structural change has greatly affected 
the sector – making it unattractive to the long term investors like traditional pension funds 
that arguably we should be encouraging into town centres and high streets. 

 
Asset Valuations 

 

20. Revo has been working with industry on a number of critical issues in regards valuation – namely our new 
Retail Classification Guide, and our working group on Valuation in Retail. We believe that this will begin to 
address some of the underlying issues in regards how we calculate and eliminate what we perceive to be 
unintended effects on valuations from the terminology which has evolved in this country. 

 

21. With the Revo re-classification now complete, we are looking to our members to embrace it within yield 
guides – which should be considered as “best-in-class”and believe this is a significant step in the right 
direction. 

 
22. Additionally, we recognise the social value of retail destinations and thee role they play in placemaking. 

For this reason we are working with our members to better understand this issue - although this will likely 
not conclude before this inquiry publishes its final report and is the beginning of a significant piece of 
research. 

 
23. It is generally recognised more broadly that retail rental values have fallen by 30% over the last decade 

(Colliers Midsummer Retail Review 2019) and are continuing to reconcile with fundamental changes in the 
marketplace, including over provision of space caused by evolving consumer behavior, the impact of 
online and CVAs. This is before the long-term impact on general investor and lender sentiment is taken 
into account by the events of 2018-2019. The immediate effect and nervousness of overseas investors 
can, however, be evidenced by the recent challenge to the proposed Arcadia Group CVA by US property 
group Vornado. 

 
24. We would advise the Committee to engage with the RICS on any technical aspects in regards valuations 

more generally, and the BPF on debt / borrowing figures and ratios. 
 

Empty Rates & Downwards Transitional Phasing 
 
25. We do not believe the investors and landlords with whom we work benefit from vacant properties, and 

only occasionally do schemes become purposely vacant or actively managed towards vacancy to allow for 
major refurbishment or redevelopment. 

 

26. The burden of empty rates is a double penalty on landlords who incur additional costs at the same time 
as losing the previous rental income following the departure of an occupier. It is clear from recent 
headlines the impact CVAs are having on the industry and this is exacerbating the problem – including 
recent CVAs which have also sort to compromise rates payable (e.g. Arcadia Group) both disadvantaging 
the council and other retails who are still trading fairly at full rent and rates. CVA legislation has therefore 
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allowed retailers to close stores and significantly reduce rent (and now also compromise rates) causing 
unwanted vacancy, and amend contracts agreed in good faith. 

 
27. It should be noted, since Toys R Us in 2017, there have been 887 stores slated for closure (units specified 

as closures and/or those leases compromised to open-ended landlord/tenant rolling breaks) by just 29 
CVAs and an additional 1691 stores facing compromised leases, regardless of the view of the landlords – 
the most compromised creditor group. 

 
28. Furthermore, the landlord is then subjected to punitive empty rates bills not of its own making when there 

is no clear line of retailers demanding the newly available space – particularly large department stores for 
which operators seeking such spaces no longer exist and the ability to repurpose this space is itself 
expensive and challenging, alongside changing consumer need. One only needs to look at the former BHS 
store portfolio, much of which has still not been brought back into use since its collapse in 2016. Even 
where there has been reoccupation, the former BHS stores in Wigan and Grimsby have only been let 
because the respective landlords have subsidised the rates to make the properties commercially viable 
which is an unsustainable state of affairs in the long term. 

 
29. It is clearly not in the interests of the majority of landlords to hold property that costs their businesses – it 

makes little business sense to do so – especially at the high rate at which business rates are levied. It 
would defy common sense to allow for such properties to stay unoccupied for long, however the costs 
undermine efforts to attract new occupiers, whilst the rates themselves are a deterrent to potential 
incoming occupiers. 

 
30. On multiple occasions, including in our previous submission, evidence has been provided of retail stores 

which cannot be let for zero rent, or where the rates are higher than the rents which can be levied. We 
agree that the failures of recent revaluations have led to a broken relationship between rents and rates 
payable – however we believe empty rates charges are a disincentive to successful reoccupation of 
premises and in need of reform as part of the successor system. 

 
31. Empty spaces also have a dramatic impact on the area around them, from intrinsic value through to 

consumer sentiment. Therefore it also impacts on existing occupiers, where at first it may not appear so. 

This is no more visible than on a number of our High Streets, who are facing unprecedented upheaval 
and facing further rationalisation of property portfolios by large retailers. 

 
32. Leasing trends also show that the average lease is now 7 years – and we have seen a number of 10 year 

leases with a 5-year break in our industry anecdotally for example. The latest research however suggests 
a polarisation of the market, with an increase in very short lets (under 5 years) and long lets (10 years+), 
with businesses moving away from the centre ground. An increased rate in turnover of premises, and the 
changing and evolving way occupiers use space also means there may be more vacancies, more often, in 
future as part of the standard operation of business. 

 
33. Only 28% of new retail lettings saw any increase in rent as a result of rent reversions in 2017 challenging 

the narrative that rents only rise upwards. 10% remained about the same, with 61% achieved at lower 
rents. This is compared to 94% in the office sector and 86% in industrial, with an average 52% positive 

rent reversion across all property sectors. (BNP Paribas / MSCI Global) 
 
34. It is our recommendation, therefore, that the committee support the removal of the empty 

rates levy or at minimum a further extension of an empty rates relief / holiday. The industry 
has been, and continues to be greatly affected by CVAs – an issue we also believe the 
Government and by extension parliamentary select committees should further investigate 
and reform. Empty rates relief would help to mitigate some of the acute challenges in the 
current market, and for the foreseeable future. 

 
35. As mentioned in our original submission, one of the greatest failings inherent in the current system is 

downwards transitional relief. We have continued to call for immediate and full transition for businesses 
when rateable value falls. It is simply unfair that due to rules governing downwards transition, those who 
have seen increases must pay in full immediately yet those deserving of a fall must do so by arbitrary 
phasing and not receive the benefit. It is not difficult therefore to understand why occupiers feel unfairly 
treated by the current tax system when they are expected to immediate fund any increase, but not the 
corresponding decrease even though has been correctly identified as being deserving by revaluation. 
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Equally this point has been made by a number of contributors to the Inquiry and must be recognised and 
rectified at the earliest opportunity. 

36. The ability to appeal also remains a critical issue and was raised in our original submission, particular as 
we see an increase in empty units. Whilst rating law currently precludes the consideration of changes 
caused by general economic factors, physical changes can be considered. An increase in nearby empty 
properties, the loss of an anchor store, increased floor space and competition from new developments are 
all material changes in circumstances which can alter the rateable value reducing rates payable. 
The Valuation Office Agency need to readily accept these factors and be pro-active in amending the Local 
Rating Lists where appropriate, and introduce the full benefit immediately for those deemed to have seen 
a fall in rateable value rather than by downwards transitional phasing. 

Business Growth Accelerator 
 

37. We have been supportive of the concept, similar to the Scottish model, of introducing some form of 
‘accelerator’ that helps businesses invest in their properties. The perverse disincentive provided by the 

current situation – whereby to invest in your property, to improve your business (be that your 
environmental footprint or your offer to employees or consumers) – not only costs the capital investment 
but then an increase in rates at the next revaluation in perpetuity. This is not conducive to supporting 
businesses to grow, adapt or provide consumers with the best possible experience and maintaining the 
UK as a world leader in retail, leisure, and overall placemaking. 

 
38. We would welcome discussion with policy makers on what thresholds and model would be preferential to 

support the best outcome for all parties under both the current, and future, business rates system. 
 

Not just tinkering, but radical reform 
 

39. Whilst the views expressed in oral sessions thus far have, for the majority, expressed a preference to 
retain an element of property-based taxes, the burden is simply too high for this input tax if we want to 
support the physical places of the future. The current system incentivises a shift to online by making the 
cost of entry to physical locations in town centres a premium, and taking away from the heart of our 
communities, along with the social value and cohesion that thriving places bring. 

 

40. We would encourage the committee to think about how rates plays into business taxation at large, where 
input taxes fall on businesses large and small, and how we ultimately tax business in a modern, tech- 
enabled economy. It is clear online transactions and new channels of wealth creation in modern retail 
have delivered a fundamental and irrevocable shift in how the sector operates and how consumers 
engage and the current system is simply not fit for purpose. 

 
41. Rates is not an isolated issue and should not be treated as such. It plays a fundamental role in investment 

decisions, raising capital and on leasing – key issues which the retail sector is trying to manage whilst also 
competing internationally, and across other sectors in the built environment. 

 
Statement on Rogue Landlords 

 
42. By the very virtue of engaging with industry representative groups like Revo, our members are engaged, 

responsible businesses and leaders in our field. 
 

43. Whilst headlines about ‘landlords’ in general often point to the most egregious examples of abuses – 

many of which often pertain to residential landlords, and yet the sentiment is transferred to all landlords – 
we believe this paints an image of the sector which is not representative of the members with whom are 
engaged through our organisation. 

 
44. We categorically reject the actions of such actors and would not support dishonest practices. We would 

not support any attempt to treat occupiers unfairly, or vice versa, and would expect members to meet a 
level of service which, generally speaking, meets or exceeds industry standards and appropriate codes of 
conduct, whilst allowing and encouraging positive innovation and creativity in this fast-paced industry. 

 
45. We create and provide best practice guides and guidance notes on a range of topics which affect our 

sector, run industry leading awards which celebrate and share best practice from which others can learn 
as well as running education programmes, workshops and seminars, and two major annual conferences. 
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We are a platform which brings businesses together to tackle the foremost challenges of the day from 
leasing to accessibility, from security to customer experience. 

 
46. There will always be examples where businesses fall short, however, our members represent the vast 

majority of professional real estate practitioners – including many who are publicly listed and as such 
operate and report at the highest corporate standards. 

 
47. And through membership, we continue to engage with policy makers to collectively raise standards and 

enable businesses, and our world leading retail destinations to thrive and prosper. We continue to 
encourage the Select Committee to recognise the work such organisations like ours undertake, engage 
with us regularly to exchange knowledge and data, and to signpost to businesses and constituents who 
are seeking guidance and best practice the benefits Revo and industry organisations can provide. 

 

Register of Commercial Real Estate 
 

48. For a number of years, we have been generally supportive of a register of commercial properties in the 
UK if established in a collaborative and fair manner, recognising the limits of the Land Registry. Whilst the 
issues of beneficial ownership has been an issue previously, we do not believe this is a barrier to 
overcome – and similar registers (such as in Ireland) have been able to capture data in a way that would 
inform and enhance rates administration through to understanding leasing trends and other associated 
data necessary to maintain an up-to-date register. 

 
49. We disagree with statements made that property owners would fight to resist transparency in the rating 

system. Revo have accepted that in order for more frequent revaluations to become a reality, as Revo 
and other organisations including the BPF have called for, it will be necessary for the VOA to share the 
underlying rental evidence with ratepayers up front for example, so that they do not have to go through 
an appeals process to understand the derivation of the rateable values. 

 

50. Whilst the precise form of this transparency needs to be established (this could range from a formal open 
lease register to the VOA simply communicating the relevant evidence directly to the affected ratepayer 
only), we do not object to the general principle of greater transparency of rental evidence. 

 

51. This is not to underestimate the challenge, and potential cost, to achieving this goal. Property ownership 
in the United Kingdom has a long and complex history. However, it seems apparent that as long as an 
owner, or managing agent, can be appended to each property (i.e. the ratepayer – given all properties 
can initially be identified by who pays, unless the property is exempted) it would be possible to create a 
significant database which would evolve and improve over time. 

 
52. We would be willing to work with the Government and other partners to begin a conversation on what a 

register of commercial real estate would look like in the UK, and the data that should be contained within. 
Whatever system replaces the current business rates model, it would allow for a more accurate and 
responsive system of taxation as well as learnings which would inform other areas of policy. 

 
Business Rates beyond retail 

 
53. Business rates is not just a retail issue, there is disruption in other asset classes; WeWork and The Office 

Group for example in serviced offices, Airbnb in hotels and accommodation. However, it has rightly been 
recognized that there is an acute issue in retail as value (and indeed income) no longer correlates to the 

real estate footprint as was the case in the pre-internet era. 
 

54. It is possible to reach consumers through a number of new channels, and business rates fails to capture 
accurately how wealth is created in modern retail (and therefore how it should be taxed). For his reason it 
is archaic and outdated, and why we believe the burden paid by this sector is too high (25% of the tax, 
versus 5% UK GVA). 

 
55. The way we use and value property will continue to change, the current system simply cannot cope. More 

frequent revaluations (using rent as a measure of affordability) will ease some of the disconnect between 
the market and rates payable, but the UBR remains too high irrespective, as we have previously argued. 

 

56. Retail is also the largest private sector employer, offering many their first route into work as well as 
rewarding roles and careers through to management and the boardroom. It is a diverse and inclusive 
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industry which develops and showcases skills including design, marketing, information 
technology, sales, and so much more, which is deserving of the Government’s attention. The 
damage being done to the sector from over-taxation, from CVAs (of which rates are an oft-cited 
factor), and a failure by Government to adequately respond to modern wealth creation is a 
disservice to those who work in, and those who use and enjoy, our world leading retail property 
and leisure sector. 

 
Conclusion 

 

57. The future of our town centres remains a choice – however time is running out for many 
operators and once they are lost, they are not easily returned, if ever. The benefits of reforming 
business rates and more broadly helping retail and the high street reaches beyond economics 
into safety, security and social cohesion right to the heart of our communities. 

 
58. Successful town centres rely upon securing sustainable investment, and society and a 

prosperous Britian will require continuous investment in place – particularly our high streets 

which supports millions of jobs, create economic opportunities, provide great customer 
experience and create spaces for people to live work and play. All of which ultimately build 
healthy communities. If we want to continue to attract capital, where investment volumes have 
already dramatically reduced, it is imperative the Government offers radical support and / or 
policy changes that underpin and increase certainty and a willingness to invest in Britain’s town 
centres and high streets, or risk this ebbing away forever. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


